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Abstract. In this paper we address the problems posed when Artificial Neural 
Networks models are implemented in programmable digital hardware. Within 
this context, we shall especially emphasise the realisation of the arithmetic 
operators required by these models, since it constitutes the main constraint (due 
to the required amount of resources) found when they are to be translated into 
physical hardware. The dynamic reconfiguration properties (i.e., the possibility 
to change the functionality of the system in real time) of a new family of 
programmable devices called FIPSOC (Field Programmable System On a Chip) 
offer an efficient altemative (both in terms of area and speed) for implementing 
hardware accelerators. After presenting the data flow associated with a serial 
arithmetic unit, we shall show how its dynamic implementation in the FIPSOC 
device is able to outperform systems realised in conventional programmable 
devices. 

1 Introduction 

The advances raised during the last years in the microelectronics fabrication processes 
have facilitated the advent of  new families of  FPGA (Field Programmable Gate 
Arrays) devices with increasing performance (in terms of  both capacity, i.e., number 
of implementable equivalent gates, and processing speed). This has motivated their 
popularity in the implementation of  complex embedded systems for industrial 
applications. 

Due to their inherent capability of  tackling complex, highly non-linear optimisation 
tasks (like classification, time series prediction . . . . .  ), Artificial Neural Networks 
models have been incorporated progressively as a functional section of  the final 
system. As a consequence, there have been several approaches, [I], [2], [3], [4], 
dealing with the digital implementation of  different neural models in programmable 
hardware. However, due to the amount of  resources required by the arithmetic 
operations (especially digital multiplication), these realisations have been limited to 
small models or alternatively have required many programmable devices. 

During the last years the programmable hardware community has evidenced a 
trend towards the integration of dynamic reconfiguration properties in conventional 
FPGA architectures [5]. As a consequence, there have been already several proposals, 
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coming from both the academic [6] and the industrial [7], [8], [9] communities. The 
term dynamic reconfiguration means the possibility to change, totally or partially, the 
functionality of a system using a transparent mechanism, so that the system does not 
need to be halted while it is being reconfigured. This feature was not available in 
early FPGA devices, whose reconfiguration time is usually several orders of 
magnitude larger than the execution delay of the system. In this paper we shall 
concentrate our attention on the device presented in [9], which constitutes a new 
concept of programmable devices, since it includes a programmable digital section 
with dynamic reconfiguration properties, a configurable analog section and a 
microcontroller, thus constituting an actual system on a chip. Through a careful use of 
the dynamic configuration properties of the programmable digital section we shall 
provide efficient arithmetic strategies which could assist in the development of 
customisable neural coprocessors for real world applications. 

The paper is organised as follows: In the next section we shall briefly explain the 
main features of the FIPSOC device, paying especial attention to those related to its 
dynamic reconfiguration properties. Then we shall evaluate some efficient arithmetic 
strategies capable of handling the data flow associated with neural models. Bearing in 
mind the intrinsic characteristics of the HPSOC family, we shall then present an 
efficient serial scheme for implementing digital multipliers, providing throughput 
estimates obtained from the first physical samples. Finally, the conclusions and future 
work will be outlined. 

2 Architectural Overview of the FIPSOC Device 

Figure 1 depicts the global organisation of the FIPSOC device. 
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Fig. 1. Global organisation of the FIPSOC device. 

As it can be seen, the internal architecture of the FIPSOC device is divided in five 
main sections: the microcontroller, the programmable digital section, the configurable 
analog part, the internal memory and the interface between the different functional 
blocks. 

Because the initial goal of the FIPSOC family is to target general pro'pose mixed 
signal applications, the microcontroller included in the first version of the device is a 
full compliant 8051 core, including also some peripherals like a serial port, timers, 
parallel ports, etc. Apart from running general-purpose user pro~ams, it is in charge 
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of handling the initial setup of the device, as well as the interface and configuration of 
the remaining sections. 

The main function of the analog section, is to provide a front-end able to perform 
some basic conditioning, pre-processing and acquisition functions on external analog 
signals. This section is composed of four major sections: the gain block, the data 
conversion block, the comparators block and the reference block. The gain block 
consists of twelve differential, fully balanced, programmable gain stages, organised as 
four independent channels. Furthermore, it is possible to have access to every input 
and output of the first amplification stage in two channels. This feature permits to 
construct additional analog functions, like filters, by using external passive 
components. The comparators block is composed of four comparators, each one at the 
output of an amplification channel. Each two comparators share a reference signal 
which is the threshold voltage to which the input signal is to be compared. The 
reference block is constructed around a resistor divider, providing nine internal 
voltage references. Finally, the data conversion block is configurable, so that it is 
possible to provide a 10-bit DAC or ADC, two 9-bit DAC/ADCs, four 8-bit 
DAC/ADCs, or one 9-bit and two 8-bit DAC/ADCs. Since nearly any internal point 
of the analog block can be routed to this data conversion block, the microprocessor 
can use the ADC to probe in real time any internal signal by dynamically 
reconfiguring the analog routing resources. 

Regarding the programmable digital section, it is composed of a two-dimensional 
array of programmable cells, called DMCs (Digital Macro Cell). The organisation of 
these cells is shown in figure 2. 

As it can be deduced from this figure, it is a large-granularity, 4-bit wide 
programmable cell. The sequential block is composed of four registers, whose 
functionality can be independently configured as a mux-, E- or D-type flipfiop or 
latch. Furthermore, it is also possible to define the polarity of the clock (rising/falling 
edge) as well as the set/reset configuration (synchronous/asynchronous). Finally, two 
main macro modes (counter and shift register) have been provided in order to allow 
for compact and fast realisations. 

The combinational block of the DMC has been implemented by means of four 
16xl-bit dual port memory blocks (Look Up Tables - LUTs - in figure 2). These 
ports are connected to the microprocessor interface (permitting a flexible management 
of the LUTs contents) and to the DMC inputs and outputs (allowing for their use as 
either RAM or combinational functions). Furthermore, an adder/subtractor macro 
mode has been included in this combinational block, so as to permit the efficient 
implementation of arithmetic functions. 

A distinguishing feature of this block is that its implementation permits its use 
either with a fixed (static mode) or with two independently selectable (dynamic 
reconfigurable mode) functionalities. Each 16-bit LUT can be accessed as two 
independent 8-bit LUTs. Therefore it is possible to use four different 4-LUTs in static 
mode, sharing two inputs every two LUTs, as depicted in figure 2, or four 
independent 3-LUT in each context in dynamic reconfigurable mode. Table 1 
summarises the operating modes attainable by the combinational block of the DMC in 
static mode and in each context in dynamic reconfigurable mode. 

Furthermore, since the operating modes indicated in table 1 are implemented in 
two independent 16x2-bit RAMs (8x2-bit RAMs in dynamic reconfigurable mode), it 
is possible to combine the functionalities depicted in this table. For instance, it is 
possible to configure the combinational block in order to provide one 5-LUT and one 
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16x2-bit RAM in static mode or two 3-LUTs and one 4-LUT in dynamic 
reconfigurable mode. 
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Fig. 2. Organisation of the basic cell (DMC) in the programmable digital section. 

Table 1. Functionalities of the combinational block in static and dynamic reconfigurable 
modes. 

Static mode 
�9 4 x 4-LUTs (sharing 2 inputs 

every two LUTs) 
�9 2 x 5-LUTs 
�9 1 x 6-LUT 
�9 1 x 4-bit adder 
�9 2 x 16x2-bit RAMs 

D~namic recon~i~urable mode 
�9 4 x 3-LUTs 
�9 2 x 4-LUTs 
�9 1 x 5-LUT 
�9 1 x 4-bit adder 
�9 2 x 8x2-bit RAMs 

The multicontext dynamic reconfiguration properties have been provided also for 
the sequential block of  the DMC. For this purpose, the data stored in each register has 
been physically duplicated. In addition, an extra configuration bit has been provided 
in order to include the possibility of  saving the contents of  the registers when the 
context is changed and recover the data when the context becomes active again. 

In order to enhance the overall flexibility of  the system, an isolation strategy has 
been followed when implementing the configuration scheme of the FIPSOC device. 
This strategy, depicted in figure 3(a), provides an effective separation between the 
actual configuration bit and the mapped memory through an NMOS switch. This 
switch can be used to load the information stored in the memory to the configuration 
cell, so that the microprocessor can only read and write the mapped memory. This 
implementation is said to have one mapped context (the one mapped in the 
microprocessor memory space) and one buffered context (the actual configuration 
memory which directly drives the configuration signals). 
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The benefits of this strategy are clear. First, the mapped memory can be used to 
store general-purpose user programs or data, once its contents have been transferred 
to the configuration cells. Furthermore, the memory cells are safer, since their output 
does not drive directly the other side of the configuration bit. Finally, at the expense 
of increasing the required silicon area, it is possible to provide more than one mapped 
context to be transferred to the buffered context, as depicted in figure 3(b). This is the 
actual configuration scheme which has been implemented in the FIPSOC device, and 
it permits to change the configuration of the system just by issuing a memory write 
command. Furthermore, the programmable hardware has also access to the resources 
which implement this context swap process. In this way, it is even possible to change 
the actual configuration of the DMCs in just one clock cycle. As it will be explained 
in the following sections, this constitutes in fact the basis of the strategy we shall use 
to implement efficiently arithmetic operators for artificial neural networks models. 
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Fig. 3. (a) Configuration scheme. (b) Multicontext configuration. 

In addition to this configuration scheme, an efficient interface between the 
microcontroller and the configuration memory has been included in the FIPSOC 
device, as depicted in figure 4. 

As it can be seen, the microcontroller can select any section in the array of DMCs 
(the shaded rectangle depicted in figure 4), and, while the rest of the array is in 
normal operation, modify its configuration just by issuing a memory write command. 
Therefore, the dynamic configuration strategy included in the FIPSOC device shows 
two main properties: it is transparent (i.e., it is not necessary to stop the system while 
it is being reconfigured) and time-efficient (since only two memory write cycles are 
required to complete the reconfiguration, one to select the logical rectangle of DMCs 
to be reconfigured and one to establish the actual configuration for these elements). 

Regarding the routing resources, the array of DMCs which constitutes the 
programmable digital section of the FIPSOC device is provided with 24 vertical 
channels per column and 16 horizontal channels per row. The routing channels are not 
identical, and have different lengths and routing patterns. Switch matrices are also 
provided to connect vertical and horizontal routing channels. There are also special 
nets (two per row and column) which span the whole length or height of the array, 
and whose goal is to facilitate the clock distribution. 

In the next section we shall first analyse some alternatives which have been 
proposed for implementing arithmetic functions in programmable hardware. Then we 
shall exploit the intrinsic features of the digital programmable section included in the 
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FIPSOC device in order to construct fast and compact realisations of digital 
multipliers for neural accelerators to be used in real-world applications. 

Fig. 4. Microcontroller interface for dynamic reconfiguration. 

3 Arithmetic strategies in programmable hardware 

Multiplication and addition are among the most common operators found in the data 
flow associated with Artificial Neural Networks models. For instance, they are found 
in the synaptic function of the neurons constituting a Multilayer Perceptron network 
or in the distance calculation process inherent to Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) 
or Radial Basis Function (RBF) models. Since most commercial FPGA devices 
include specific hardware macros devoted to the realisation of fast and compact adder 
units, addition does not usually represent a serious limitation when a digital 
implementation for these neural models is envisioned. 

On the contrary, the implementation of a digital multiplier usually requires too 
many physical resources or a large latency, thus penalising the performance (in terms 
of area and/or execution delay) of the final system. The advent of programmable 
devices with dynamic reconfiguration properties has resulted in new strategies for the 
physical realisation of multiplier units. In this way, the alternative presented in [ 10] is 
based on what has been termed partial evaluation. The term partial evaluation refers 
to the possibility of simplifying certain functions when some operands are fixed. This 
is the case of artificial neural networks models during the recall phase, since the 
neurons' weights have been already established during the learning phase. For 
instance, if we consider the multiplication of two 4-bit numbers, there are 16 8-bit 
possible results if one of the operands is fixed. As a consequence, the multiplier could 
be implemented in this case by means of 8 4-input LUTs. This is the approach which 
was introduced in [10], which is represented in figure 5 for the case of 8-bit numbers. 

Figure 5(a) shows how the multiplication of an 8-bit constant (A) by an arbitrary 8- 
bit number (B) can be constructed as the overlapped addition of two 12-bit numbers 
(resulting from the partial products A x B 1 and A x B2, respectively), both of them 
obtained from 24 4-LUTs, as indicated in figure 5(b). Since the combinational part of 
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the DMC included in the FIPSOC device allows, in static mode, for the realisation of 
up to 4 4-LUTs (sharing two inputs every two LUTs) or one 4-bit adder, it can be 
easily deduced that the multiplier depicted in figure 5 can be implemented using 9 
DMCs. The execution delay of this multiplier could be quite low, since it is given by 
one LUT access (i.e., the time associated with a read cycle in a SRAM) plus the 
propagation delay of the 12-bit adder. 

Fig. 5. (a) Partial evaluation principle (b) Implementation with 4-LUTs of a 8-bit multiplier 

Therefore, following the microcontroller-driven dynamic configuration strategy 
depicted in figure 4, it could be possible to implement several such multipliers in the 
programmable digital section of the device, one for each synaptic connection of a 
neuron. Being this alternative quite attractive in terms of overall system throughput, 
however its main limitation lies in the fact that each time one weight is changed the 
contents of the 6 DMCs which provide the functionality of the 24 4-LUTs have to be 
overwritten. Though this process can be done transparently (i.e., one multiplier can be 
modified while the others are still working), due to the microprocessor-driven 
dynamic reconfiguration depicted in figure 4, it may take a long time (since 16 
memory write cycles are required to change the contents of the LUTs in one DMC) in 
comparison with the execution delay of the multiplier. As a consequence, this strategy 
may be useful only for implementing low complexity networks or when the flexibility 
of the system (i.e., the possibility of changing a specific weight just by issuing several 
memory write commands) dominates over its attainable throughput. 

Another alternative of implementing a digital multiplier consists of considering a 
serial data flow, instead of the parallel scheme used previously. Figure 6 depicts the 
global structure corresponding to a basic 8 x 8-bit serial multiplier. 

As it can be deduced from this figure, the array of AND gates produces in each 
clock cycle an 8-bit partial product (resulting from the operand B and the 
corresponding bit of the operand A, a i, obtained from the serial output of a shift 
register). This partial product is then added with the current partial result stored in the 
output shift register, thus producing in each clock cycle a valid bit of the product, p~. 

If this structure is to be implemented in the DMCs included in the FIPSOC device 
(ignoring the 8-bit input registers), we obtain the realisation depicted in figure 7. 
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Fig. 7. Implementation of an 8 x 8-bit serial multiplier in the FIPSOC device. 

As it can be deduced~from this figure, two DMCs (DMC 1 and 2) of  the total four 
DMCs required are used just for generating the 8-bit partial product to be 
accumulated each clock cycle. However, we can further optimise this implementation 
by using the dynamic configuration properties of  the FIPSOC device. As it has been 
explained in the previous section, ea6h configuration bit of  the DMCs is attached to 
two mapped configurations (i.e., there are two mapped contexts for each buffered 
context). Furthermore, there is an input signal in each DMC which permits to switch 
between both contexts. Therefore, since the routing structure used for the inputs 
attached to each DMC is based on a multiplexer (which, in addition to attaching each 
input to a given routing channel is able to fix it to a logic level 1 or 0), we can emulate 
the AND function required to obtain the partial products in the serial multiplier by 
means of  a context swap, which is controlled by the a~ bit. In this way, if the a, bit 
equals 1, it selects the context where each input is connected to the corresponding b~ 
bit of  the second operand, while in the case the a, bit equals 0, it activates the context 
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where all the inputs are tied to ground. This context swap governed by the value of a 
is possible since the state of the registers can be saved when a context swap is 
produced, and furthermore the 4-bit adder functionality is available in both contexts. 

This scheme thus permits the implementation of a 8 x 8-bit digital multiplier using 
just 2 DMCs. Furthermore, since all the signals (except the carry signals transferred 
between the DMCs, which have fast dedicated routing channels) are propagated 
locally (i.e., inside a DMC), the overall execution delay can be kept very small 
(operation with a clock frequency of 96 MHz has been already qualified for the 
FIPSOC device), since the propagation delays incurred when traversing routing 
resources between DMCs is removed. 

Finally, since the result produced by the multiplier is obtained serially, it is 
possible to combine each multiplier with a shift register and a 1-bit adder in order to 
accumulate the results and provide finally the activation potential of the neuron. In 
this way, we could construct an array of processing elements organised following a 
Broadcast Bus Architecture, as depicted in figure 8. 
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Fig. 8. Array of processing elements organised as a Broadcast Bus Architecture. 

As it can be seen, there is a global bus shared by all the processing elements (PEs 
in the figure), which is in charge of providing the inputs (xj in the figure) to all the 
neurons, where they will be multiplied by the corresponding synaptic weights (~k in 
the figure). An array composed of 12 such units could be mapped in the first device of 
the FIPSOC family (which includes an array of 8 x 12 DMCs). Therefore, since a 
maximum clock frequency of 96 MHz could be used, the maximum throughput of the 
system is 70 MCPS (Millions of Connections Per Second), thus offering an efficient 
alternative for the implementation of neural accelerators in programmable hardware. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have addressed the implementation of Artificial Neural Networks 
models in programmable hardware, using the dynamic reconfiguration properties 
offered by new FPGA families. 
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After presenting the main features and the global organisation of  the FIPSOC 
(Field Programmable System On a Chip) devices, we have reviewed some strategies 
for implementing digital multipliers, which are the core of  the arithmetic unit used to 
realise physically neural models. By improving a serial multiplication scheme with 
the dynamic reconfiguration properties of the FIPSOC devices, we have derived an 
architecture which provides an efficient solution for the implementation of  parallel 
processing systems in programmable hardware. 

Our current efforts are concentrated in the exhaustive qualification of  the samples 
corresponding to the first member of  the FIPSOC family, as well as in the 
implementation and characterisation of  the proposed architecture. 
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